Kill sod webworm in minutes with low-cost LANNATE.®

Now labelled for use in Florida. When an infestation of sod webworm starts feeding on your valuable turf, you just can’t afford a slow-kill insecticide. LANNATE® insecticide stops damage to turf fast, because it kills sod webworm on contact. And, after LANNATE has done its job, it quickly biodegrades into harmless materials.

LANNATE won’t harm your turf, and it won’t harm your budget, either. You can treat 1,000 sq. ft. for as little as 25c.

LANNATE is simple to mix, because it comes in premeasured water-soluble bags that dissolve completely in your spray tank. Give your chemical supplier a call today—and make sure you’re ready to knock out sod webworm fast with LANNATE.

As LANNATE is a highly toxic chemical and protective equipment is recommended, read and follow labeling instructions and warning carefully.